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Across Down 
    

1 King of France executed for high treason in  1 Cataclysmic event to befall France predicted  

 Place de la Concorde in 1793 (5, 1, 1, 1)  in prescient pronouncement attributed to  

8 Australian police drama with “Lucky” Grills   father of 1 across (2, 6)  

 as colourful reprobate police detective 2 Sinister, deadly, claustrophobic German  

9 Lord Nelson or Little Nell (initials)  submarine (1, 4) 

10 Terrible fate 3 IMelbourne (initials) 

12 Fanatical; hysterical; possessing a maniacally  4 Soviet Union (initials) 

 intense commitment to a cause or belief 5 Persian king best known for crushing defeat  

13 Historic period with distinct ethos (Christian,   by Greeks at Battle of Salamis in 480 BCE 

 Ottoman, disco etc.)  (also association with King Ahasuerus in  

14 190 (in Roman numerals)  story of Esther, Mordecai and foiling of plot  

15 Nigerian uranium (initials)  to kill the Jews of Persia celebrated at Purim) 

16 Case study of Sigmund Freud involving child  6 Soviet politician associated with short-lived 

 with fear of horses traced to unconscious   non-aggression pact with Nazi Germany and 

 desire to replace father as sexual partner of   low-tech IED made from a bottle filled with 

 mother and fear of adult male genitals (6, 4)  petrol (10, 7) (6 down, 28 across) 

19 Unending occupation (initials) 7 18th century revolution with far-reaching and 

20 Original name proposed by Brigham Young  devastating consequences 

 for Mormon state (rejected but used for Utah  9 Pertaining to taxonomic system of   

 newspaper, extensive LDS online bookstore   pioneering 16th century Swedish naturalist 

 and bizarre non-Latin phonetic alphabet) 11 Constellation known for distinctive  

21 Genetics breakthrough made by very short  configuration of three stars representing the  

 linguistics professor (WARNING: cryptic)  “belt” of mythological hunter worshipped by 

23 Swarthy villain of John Ford’s The Searchers   ancient Egyptians and emulated in ground 

 played by German actor Henry Brandon  plan of pyramids at Giza 

 known for 60-year career specializing in 14 Name shared by 15th century antipope from 

 roles as scary non-whites  Avignon and influential art critic from New  

24 Slimy fish found in Thames  York (Avant-Garde and Kitsch etc.) 

26 Northern Ireland or nuclear Iran (initials) 17 The day after (initials) 

27 Country formerly known as Burma 18 River in Provence painted by Paul Cézanne 

29 See 6 down  (with Mont Sainte-Victoire and aqueduct) 

 


